
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

From material substance to shape to property 
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Connecting the underlying chemical processes with the growth and emergent form remains 
unsurmountable problem in life sciences [1]. In materials research, the current outlook is more optimistic: 
establishing such connection, from the basic interatomic forces to growing nanostructure shape and 
properties becomes a real possibility. We will discuss several important examples, focusing on two recent 
results. First one concerns the nanotubes, where it took two decades to derive a kinetic formula [2] R ~ sin 
x (growth rate R, helical angle x). Further analysis of the subtle balance between the kinetic and 
thermodynamic views reveals sharply peaked abundance distribution A ~ x exp (-x) [3]. This explains the 
puzzling (n, n-1) types observed in many experiments. In the second example, a combination of DFT and 
Monte Carlo models explains the low symmetry shapes of graphene on substrates. In equilibrium, edge 
energy variation dE manifests in slightly distorted hexagons. In growth, it enters as ~exp(-dE/kT), 
amplifying the symmetry breaking to triangle, ribbon, rhomb [4]. 
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